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DJ Monitoring - 

Introduction
The   web   application   DJ-Monitoring   (a.k.a.   “DJM”)   processes 
and   stores   raw telemetry (TM) from the SPOT sensors (i.e. not the 
PUSH messages generated in DOTA),   and   based   on   those   it   de-
rives   various   anomalies,   error   statuses, predictions etc. 

A sensor can indicate various types of problems (hardware issues, 
network issues etc) in its TM, and even more anomalies can be de-
tected in the context of previous sensor messages (deviations from 
supposed trends etc.).

DJM therefore analyses the TM-stream for each monitored sensor, 
classifies the deviations by severity, and when pre-defined thresh-
olds are surpassed, the problem is indicated to the user (distin-
guished by various colors). In the application, there are three user 
screens available: 

• carpark list

• carpark detail

• sensor detail



Carpark list

After login, the user can see his carparks rendered as 
tiles, depicting problematic sensors with various color:

A carpark without any problems has no colored sensors:

A carpark with 10 sensors, where one has a HW 
issue, and another one has a temperature issue:



Carpark detail

Clicking on a carpark tile, a more detailed overview appears:
A problem-less sensor is depicted in grey, showing only the serial 

number and firmware version of the sensor:

If a deviation is detected, but still being below a pre-defined 

threshold, a small color circle appears, with the deviation count:

If the deviation surpasses the threshold, it is depicted as a problem 

by changing the sensor’s background color:

A sensor can have also more problems, which are additionally de-

picted in colored squares:



Sensor detail

By clicking on a sensor, a small modal dialog appears, depicting 

detailed information about each detected symptom – its date and 

time, and the deviation type:

Clicking on a deviation, the classification of the raw TM is depicted:
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